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Abstract

Racial discrimination can be observed in a wide range of psychological processes, including

even the earliest phases of face detection. It remains unclear, however, whether racially-

biased low-level face processing is influenced by ideologies, such as right wing authoritari-

anism or social dominance orientation. In the current study, we hypothesized that socio-

political ideologies such as these can substantially predict perceptive racial bias during early

perception. To test this hypothesis, 67 participants detected faces within arrays of neutral

objects. The faces were either Caucasian (in-group) or North African (out-group) and either

had a neutral or angry expression. Results showed that participants with higher self-rep-

orted right-wing authoritarianism were more likely to show slower response times for detect-

ing out- vs. in-groups faces. We interpreted our results according to the Dual Process

Motivational Model and suggest that socio-political ideologies may foster early racial bias

via attentional disengagement.

Introduction

North and Sub Saharan African immigrants and children of immigrants are among the most dis-

criminated individuals in Western Europe [1]. Discrimination arises from prejudices, defined as

positive and negative attitudes shaped by individual experience. Right Wing Authoritarianism

(RWA) and Social Dominance Orientation (SDO) are substantial predictors of inter-group preju-

dices. RWA describes the tendency for an individual to submit to authorities, exert authoritarian

aggression, and adhere to social conventions. SDO describes the extent to which an individual

prefers social hierarchy [2]. Although these two personality traits are positively correlated, they

are underpinned by distinct mechanisms [3]. RWA is mainly linked to social conformity and

threat perception, whereas SDO centers on competition and hierarchy. There is consistent evi-

dence to support this dual process of RWA and SDO in contributing to prejudice; however, it is

still not clearly understood how this dual process influences early information processing, such as

face detection.

In humans, the face is probably the most meaningful tool during social interaction [4].

Racial biases have been robustly reported in face detection but the effects may depend on
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context, culture and task [5]. The dependency of racial bias upon these factors is not surprising

given that high-level conceptual or social information are known to modulate low-level mech-

anisms of visual perception [6,7,8]. Affective valence modulates object identification during

visual perception [9]but personality traits, ideologies, motivation, and social context also play

a large part in face processing and categorization [10,11,12,13]. It is therefore likely that socio-

political ideologies explain early differences in the perception of in-group and out-group

members. One hypothesis for this is that individuals with greater RWA and SDO scores

require more time to detect out-group faces because they grant less attention to other-race

individuals [14]. On the other hand, a second hypothesis is that these individuals are quicker

to detect out-group faces because they are more threatening for the in-group and should there-

fore deserve priority in early perception [15].

To untangle these two competing hypotheses, we designed a visual search task where partic-

ipants detected a face, either Caucasian (CA) or North-African (NA) and with either a neutral

or angry expression, amongst neutral objects. For a sample of Caucasian participants, longer

response times for NA vs. CA would reflect less attentional engagement toward out-group

faces (first hypothesis). On the other hand, shorter response times for NA vs. CA would reflect

increased attentional capture by out-group faces (second hypothesis). Furthermore, we pre-

dicted that perceived threat (manipulated by either a neutral or angry expression) would mod-

ulate the response times of high RWA and SDO participants compared to low RWA and SDO

participants, possibly more so for out- vs. in-group faces.

Method & material

Participants

Sixty-seven Caucasian volunteers participants from Grenoble Alpes University (59 females),

18 to 53 years of age (M = 20.37, SD = 4.49), completed the experiment for course credit. Par-

ticipants were informed of the experiment procedure and then completed an oral and written

consent form before they started the experiment. They were free to leave the experiment at any

time without any consequences. A complete debriefing was given at the end of the experiment.

Material

We used 210 neutral stimuli from the NAPS database for objects [16]. Face stimuli were

selected from the ADFES database [17], resulting in ten images selected for each stimulus cate-

gory (NA neutral, NA angry, CA neutral, CA angry), composed equally of male and female

faces. The ethnic identification of these stimuli has previously been validated, such that partici-

pants identified the Caucasian individuals as more native European (M = 5.19, SD = .79) com-

pared to North-African individuals (M = 2.62, SD = .80)[17]. The stimuli were displayed on a

19” screen at a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. Participants were approximately seated at

70cm from the screen.

We used a Right-Wing Authoritarianism Questionnaire short version of the Altemeyer’s

30-item [18]. We administered the 10 items version (α = .833) from the French translation

RWA Scale (1 = totally disagree to 7 = totally agree) developed by Haddock, Zanna, and Esses

[19] and Social Dominance Orientation 10 items (α = .838) from the French translation of the

16-items version [20,21] of the SDO Scale (1 = totally disagree to 7 = totally agree).

Ethics statement. All stimuli and questionnaires used in our task have been approved by

the ethical committee of the Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium (reference #Projet2015-

38Bis). Ethical approval was not required in France for this study. All participants provided

informed written consent.
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Procedure

Participants were instructed to report as fast and as accurately as possible whether a face was

present in an 8 x 8 search array displayed on the computer screen. The face was either angry or

neutral and either Caucasian or North African but this information was neither part of the

instructions nor explicitly stated to the participants. 160 trials (80 trials with a face and 80 trials

without a face) were randomly distributed. A 500ms fixation cross was displayed between each

trail. A 30s break was introduced after one half of the trials were presented. The search array

remained on screen until the participant’s response. After completing the experiment, partici-

pants completed the questionnaires measuring RWA and SDO.

Results

We analyzed data from 62 of the 67 participants (exclusion criteria: 1 for< 75% accuracy, 1

Cook’s Distance response time outlier, and 3 due to technical issues). Across this sample, no

significant differences in response time were found. Scores for RWA and SDO were strongly

correlated (r(60) = .60, p< .001). To investigate potential predictive effects of socio-political

conservatism, we performed two separate linear regressions on the difference in response time

between CA and NA: one with RWA as a predictor and one with SDO as a predictor. The

dependent variable was the response time difference between CA and NA faces, collapsed

across emotional expression.

The RWA regression analysis revealed that RWA explained a significant amount of vari-

ance in response time differences between in- and out-group faces (F(1,61) = 4.81, Beta = 2.29

p< .05, 95% CI [0.17, 4.24],R2 = .07). Critically, participants with higher RWA scores showed

slowed response times to detect NA compared to CA faces (Fig 1). We followed this up with

Fig 1. Response time differences between Caucasian and North African faces (ms). Density represents the data

distribution for each variable (axis) Note, N = 62.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179894.g001
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two regression analyses on the simple effects of emotion (i.e. CA-Neutral vs. NA-Neutral,

CA-Angry vs. NA-Angry) but these did not yield significant results (see Tables 1 and 2). The

second SDO regression analysis also returned no significant results.

Discussion

This study was designed to investigate the association between socio-political ideologies and

racial biases in a face detection task. We found evidence to support such an association: RWA

predicted longer response times for detecting NA vs. CA faces. To our knowledge, this study is

the first to have investigated i) perception differences between CA and NA faces in a visual

search task, and ii) the association between socio-political ideologies and these perception dif-

ferences. Critically, we discovered that that the slower detection of NA faces by participants

with higher RWA was independent of the face’s emotional expression. This effect could be

explained by a lack of attention allocated to out-group members, as opposed to the perceived

threat hypothesis. Our results are surprising considering the existing literature, which pre-

dicted that SDO, more than RWA, should be associated with a difference in this direction.

Indeed, as mentioned before, RWA should be associated with perception of threat in out-

group members and SDO should predict lower motivation to process out-group faces [3].

However, we did not find significant results concerning SDO and thus our results do not sup-

port an association between this socio-political ideology and low-level (i.e. perceptual) corre-

lates of prejudice/discrimination.

Performance in the visual search task demonstrated that individuals with higher prejudice

against out-group members (i.e. higher RWA) were slower to detect out-group faces. This

could relate to an intrinsic motivation to assign less attention to out-group members, perhaps

because they are perceived as less relevant. However, the possibility remains that threat percep-

tion may emerge in a delayed second processing step [22]. Future studies should investigate

different moderators (such as side attentional measures) so as to determine whether atten-

tional disengagement could lead to threat perception and therefore reconcile our results with

the dual-process motivational model [3].

Of further interest, our results also illustrated an early threat perception process provoked

by NA faces on higher RWA participants. Indeed, previous research highlighted that avoid-

ance was a central personality style influencing out-group perception ([23,24,25]. As a conse-

quence, attentional disengagement from NA faces could be the strategy by which higher RWA

participants manage (i.e. avoid) threat. The avoidance hypothesis probably constitutes the

Table 1. Linear regressions examining the associations between RWA, SDO and response time (RWA and SDO are centered).

CA vs. NA CA-Neutral vs. NA-Neutral CA-Angry vs. NA-Angry

β t p β t p β t p

RWA -2.293 -2.218 .04 -1.563 -1.881 .03 -.730 -1.157 NS

SDO 0.021 -1.25 NS 0.024 0.61 NS 0.00 -0.015 NS

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179894.t001

Table 2. Descriptive statistics (Mean and Standard deviation).

Type of faces M SD

CA 521.84 83.27

CA neg 522.13 76.83

NA 533.35 79.07

NA neg 524.23 78.42

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0179894.t002
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richest framework of interpretation. More specifically, the defensive avoidance effect allows to

bring the two previous possible mechanisms, namely, threat and disengagement, together.

Defensive avoidance is the way by which individuals selectively screen out decision-contrary

information [26]. Although this mechanism can be observed in the large context of cognitive

dissonance, [27]showed that this strategy was common in highly authoritarian individuals in

situations of threat, as compared to low authoritarian individuals. Avoiding information is

part of a coping mechanism allowing to reduce anxiety, in particular in the case of extremist

behavior related to prejudice or obedience to authority [28]. Indeed, disengaging from infor-

mation potentially related to threatening events acts as a buffer against anxious states caused

by the perceived threatening world, event in absence of an objective threatening event[29]. In

the context of the present study, high RWA participants might disengage (i.e. perform defen-

sive avoidance) from NA faces not in spite of but because of the threat potentially related to

these faces.

Finally, this effect is to be interpreted as a contrast of NA compared to CA faces perception.

Indeed, our dependent variable measures a bias between in- and out-group faces perception.

Hence, preference for in-group faces is likely also involved in our observed response latency

differences, promoting approach behavior. This positive bias for in-group faces could therefore

underlie the gap between early automatic attention orienting toward CA versus NA faces

([30,31,32,33]

Our results must be interpreted by taking into consideration potential potentially important

methodological point. We know that self-reported measures of political ideologies can be

affected by previous experimental tasks performed by participants [34,35]. Even if implicit tasks,

such as ours, are less likely to influence participants’ answers to questionnaires [36,37], it is

important to consider the question of task order. The face detection task and the questionnaires

could possibly influence each other depending of the order of presentation (e.g., experimental

asking bias, priming effects). In this case, participants always completed the questionnaire after
the face detection task and thus there may be an influential effect of having just seen expressive

CA and NA faces. A design such as this raises important methodological questions; namely, is

there a better (i.e. less biased) order of presentation and is there a need to consider both orders

in a counterbalanced designed? As a consequence, because we cannot answer this question with

our own design, there is a strong need for future studies to explore the influence of answering

the questionnaires before (versus after) the face detection task.

To summarize, we found that RWA, a sub-component of right-wing socio-political ideolo-

gies, predicted differences in different-race face perception. We concluded that this effect was

likely driven by decreased attentional engagement toward out-group members. It is important

to note that RWA explained only 7% of face detection variance. This means that other predic-

tors have to be considered alongside this top-down mechanism. Further studies are required

to understand the underlying mechanisms and potential interactions between situational and

dispositional factors.
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